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A viscoelastic approach to the modelling of the
transient closure behaviour of tabular excavations
after blasting
by D.F. Malan *

Contribution by G. Narsimhant

It was with much pleasure that I went through D.F. Malan's
excellent paper. The following explanatory and critical note
has been the result of my deep study of the paper.

Although by qualifications and experience I have been a
chemical engineer, involved over four decades with problems
in the modelling and simulation of transport-limited (heat
and mass) chemical reactions in multi-phase systems, I have
off and on interested myself in challenging problems in
extractive metallurgy. This is the first time I have veered off
to continuum mechanics, at the age of 71!

Discrepancy between experimental and predicted
profiles:/:

In his paper, Malan, for the first time, investigates the
closure profiles of tabular excavations as a transient
problem. He derives a closed-form solution for the
viscoelastic convergence of a tabular stope based on the
assumption that the rock mass behaves like a two-parameter
Kelvin body under deformation and as an elastic mass under
compression. Based on the correspondence principle, the
transient solution is derived from a known form of the
steady-state elastic solution. After investigating the effect of
system parameters on the nature of the convergence, he
compares the experimental stope closure data of Giilert with
those predicted by his model equation (eq. [6]). While the
prediction accuracy for times larger than 5 hours is of a high
order, for times smaller than 5 hours, there are significant
departures in the predicted data from experimental ones
(Figure 11). In fact, the deviation is large at times close to
the time of blast. Also, the prediction from the empirical
equation of McGarrZstrays away (Figure 10). Eq. [6] of
Malan's paper thus under-estimates the closure data in this
critical period and, as such, could present a risky predictive
mode.

The defect in the modelling procedure can be overcome,
and the discrepancy between the experimental and predicted
profiles, especially in the primary phase, removed, if the
three-parameter viscoelastic model, rather than the two-
parameter Kelvin model, is adopted under appropriate
modification. The modification relates to the removal of the
discontinuity in the closure profile at t =0+ and its
replacement by a strain rate ~(X,O) of infinitely large
magnitude, making the profile continuous. Not only does the
experimental profile of Giiler indicate the existence of a steep

t Correction of Malan's eqs. [3] and [4] on p. 212 of the
paper:

t/'t should read -t/'t.
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gradient at t = 0+, but also the observation of Leeman3, that

the rate of closure suddenly increases just after blasting
time. Therefore, the prediction of the primary-phase closure
profile ought to be based on a modified form of the three-
parameter viscoelastic model. I show later that the
secondary-phase closure can be predicted from either model.

In eq. [A16] of Malan's Addendum,the inverse time
constants a, and a3 are inter-related. An elementary
algebraic exercise splits these constants into differentiable
parameters, namely at and (1z:

(1 -a f -a f )+c3e
]

+c4e 3

[

-(a,+a2)

]
= l+c3e-a]f +C4

'e~.f

= J(t) [Cl]

where

at = (qo/qt )

az = (6K/qt)

a = [1 + 6:;
Pt

)-

Basedon eq. [Cl], it is possible to differentiaterationally
between a logicalprimarytime constant and a secondary
one. The inequalitythat one looks for is

[C2]

(at + az)
»at.

a [C3]
Undera conservativeestimate with Cl> I, the inequality

of eq. [C3] transforms to

qt » %. Pt'
[C4]

which asserts that the viscosity coefficient should be larger
than the product of shear modulus, G, and the third
parameter,

PI' in the model. In such a case, the third term in
the right-hand side of eq. [Cl] decays much faster than the
second term, and thus dominates the nature of the primary
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Discussion: Modelling of transient closure

phase of the closure profile. The effect of bulk modulus seems
non-existent.

Incidentally, Malan's eq. [6] can be resolved into an
independent parametric representation of closure profiles:

(l+c]e-ait +c2e-a,t)

=[l+c] -(l+cde-a2t]e-ait. [CS]

We thus deal with two independent time constants, a] and a2'
as against a] and a2' which are not independent. Here, the
condition a2 »a] means that

K»G, [C6]

which means that the bulk modulus has to be much larger
than the shear modulus. The viscosity coefficient, q], seems
to have no effect. For both the models, the secondary phase is
influenced by the ratio of shear modulus to the viscosity
coefficient.

Malan's eq. [A16] can be rewritten as

Sz(x,t)=g.lfJ(x).f(t),

where

[C7]

lfJ(x) = -4~(12 -x2)Y2 {l + ~)
Jet) = the right - hand side of eq. [Cl]
g = compliance function.

The imposition of a strain EOinstantaneously at t = 0+ can
be expressed as

CO=g.lfJ(X).(l+C3+C4)' [C8]

From an inspection of Giiler's experimental data, it can
readily be inferred that Eo=0.001. Thus, the transient
closure profile can be represented by

o.oo{ +c,., 0.,.
+c,"

O(.,:',J)

Sz(x,t)= ( ) . [C9]
l+c3 +c4

The three-parameter model

A more general treatment of the three-parameter model is
attempted now. This involves the use of a second time-
dependent function, ~(t), which needs to be coupled to a time-
varying parameter. As a very preliminary choice, this is taken
as the compliance function,g. Eq. [C7] of this contribution
can be rewritten as

Sz (x, t) = go .lfJ(x). f(t). /3(t), [C10]

where go is the asymtotic value of the compliance function as
t ~ 00. The nature of ~(t) should be such that

SAx,t) ~O,ast ~ 0

SAx,t) ~ 00,as t ~ 0

Slx,f) ~ constant, as t ~ 00.

[C11]
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The chemical-engineering research literature, especially in
the realm of chemical-reaction engineering, cites several
examples of industrial reactions, both catalytic and non-
catalytic, that are characterized by a process of diffusion
followed by instantaneous reaction. Two examples are cited:

(a) the chemisorption of hydrogen on palladium or
platinum

(b) the absorption of carbon dioxide by ethanol-amine
solutions.

Fat such cases, the rates of initial absorption tend to be very
high and, in appropriate transient modelling exercises, the
rate functions, ~(t), have the following forms (normalized):

/3(t) = elf fiii

/3(t)= fiii .
l+fiii

[C12]

[C13]

The time derivatives are as follows:

/3(t) =
~ ~

. e-fit

ffior = 2 .
2{i(l + fiii)

As t ~ 0, /3(t) ~ 00

/3(t) ~ 0

t ~ 00, /3(f) ~ 1.

[CB]

[C15]

~(t) thus acts as a suitable weighting function. The
desirable form for the transient closure profile would include
the error function

Sz(x,t)= go .lfJ(x).eiffiii. f(t). [C16]

The time derivative is

,,(x. I) =g,~(x{ \~~e-~ .f(/) + eif {iii. j(tJ}]

since as t ~ 0, elf fiii ~ 0 and

f(t)~(l+C3+C4)' Sz(x,O)~oo.
[C17]

The advantage of using the error function is that it
provides a clean Laplace transform:

a(eif fiii )=! .
~

/3 .
S S+/3

[C18]

Perhaps, in an investigation of the applicability of the
correspondence principle, the above transformation may
emerge naturally:g=g (k,qo) and constants C3'C4'are also
functions of (k,qo); a] =J(%, q]) and a2 =./(k,q]). Therefore,
tampering withg will lead to tampering with other constants.
~(t) ought to be associated with a new emerging parameter in
the modified three-parameter model and, as such, would
leaveg alone. Can anyone throw some light?
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Discussion: Modelling of transient closure

Would Figure Cl be the true representation ofthe
modified three-parameter model? See my earlier inclusion of
an additional drag.

kJ

Pz
kz

I~
PI

i
e

0 t ------...

Figure C1-A suggested representation of the modified three-parameter
model

Compatibility of statements

The following two statements made by Malan (with my
italics) are compatible onlY, and onlY if,

Sz(x,O) = 0 and Sz(x,O)~oo at t= 0+. Hence, a modified
three-parameter model is the best bet!

(1) p. 212, para. 2: Leeman 'observed profiles similar to
Figure I, in which the rate qf closure suddenlY
increases just after blasting time ... similar closure
profiles were observed at other mines in South Africa.'

(2) p. 214, para 1: 'Data supplied by Giiler and closure
profiles published by Leeman confirm the statement
that the instantaneous closure at the time qfJace
advance is negligible compared with the eventual
closure'.
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Author's reply

I thank Professor Narsimhan for his extensive contribution to
the paper. It provided me with the stimulus to derive an
extended model. However, there are some inaccuracies in his
arguments that need further discussion. Professor
Narsimhan's main concern is that there is not a good enough
fit between the derived viscoelastic Kelvin model and the
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experimental data supplied by Giilerl (see Figure lIon page
218 of my paper). I will therefore explain the choice of a
viscoelastic model in more detail and also make specific
comments on the arguments given in his contribution.

My paper outlines a method to obtain a viscoelastic
convergence solution for tabular stopes using a known elastic
solution, the correspondence principle, and a viscoelastic
model. The particular viscoelastic model. e.g. the Kelvin,
Maxwell, or Burgers model, is one of the building blocks of
the technique, and the method will stay the same no matter
which model is used. However, the particular viscoelastic
model will significantly affect the behaviour of the derived
model and must therefore be chosen very carefully. The
fundamental question that now remains is which viscoelastic
model is best to describe time-dependent rock behaviour in
the gold-mining industry. Unfortunately, very little
experimental measurement of transient -closure behaviour is
available. As pointed out correctly by Professor Narsimhan,
Giiler's datal indicate the existence of a steep gradient at
t= 0+, and a more complex model will give a better fit to the

data. Some of the data published by Leeman2, however, show
a less steep gradient at t = 0+ with no instantaneous

components, and a simple Kelvin model will suffice. There is
also some evidence of continuous steady-state closure in
certain mines (Roberts and Jager3). The Kelvin model cannot
model steady-state creep, and an additional dashpot in series
with the other components is required. As different
geotechnical areas exist in the mining industry, it may just be
that different models will apply better to different areas. I am
currently collecting data from different mines to obtain a
possible correlation between transient-closure behaviour and
geotechnical area. Before that study is completed, it is
pointless to argue about the 'best' model. However, it is also
true that a four-parameter Burgers model may be useful as a
generalized model. Therefore, I later derive the closure
equation for the Burgers model to supplement the models
discussed in the paper.

For the three-parameter model. Professor Narsimhan is
trying to differentiate between a primary and a secondary time
constant (his eq. [Cl]). This is indeed possible if a3» al,

l
(a] + (12)

)
Unfortunately, at and a3 where a3 =

a
are not

independent (see eq. [R8]), and therefore it is not valid to
enforce the inequality (given as eq. [C4] in his contribution)
when calibrating the model. Incidentally, it is futile to split al
and a3 into the parameters al and ll2 since they are also not
independent (shown later). From his derived inequality
q] » qr:R" he impliesthat the viscositycoefficientmust be
much larger than the product of shear modulus and the third

Corrigendum

The wrong equation was printed for parameter c3 in the
Addendum to my paper (p. 220). The correct equation is as
follows:

qo(Ptqo -qt)(6K +qo)
c3 =

2Qoql(3K +2Qo)

[A16b]
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Discussion: Modelling of transient closure

parameter, PI, This is also incorrect as explained below. The
general differential equation for a viscoelastic model is as
follows (Fliigge4):

(1 + p/J + pz<j +... = qat: + q)£ + q2£ +... [RI]

Unfortunately, this normalized notation (which was also
adopted in my paper) does not imply that the parameters p) ,

P2' ... and ql' q2 ... refer to the same material parameters for
different viscoelastic models. It can be shown that, when it is
assumed that the material behaves as an elastic solid in
dilatation and as a Kelvin model in distortion, q) is equal to
the viscosity coefficient nand qo =2G, where G is the shear
modulus. This is not true for the three-parameter model. For
the three-parameter model, the differential equation can be
derived as follows (Fliigge4):

(1 + p/J =qat: + q)£. [R2]

If it is assumed that the model behaves like the three-
parameter model in distortion, it follows that

n) 2G) G2
p) = 2(G) + G2)

qo =
G) + G2

G2n)q) = G) +G2 '[R3]

where G) is the shear modulus of the elastic element in
parallel to the dashpot with viscosity coefficient n). The third
elastic element (in series with the other components) has a
shear modulus of Gz. For the time constants a), az' and a3' it
therefore follows that

qo 2G)
a) = - = -q) n)

- 6K 6K(G) + Gz)
a2 =-=q) G2n)

6K+qo 6K(G) + Gz)+2G)G2
a3=6Kp)+q] =

n)(3K+Gz)
.

By elimination of n) from [R4] and [RS],

[R4]

[RS]

[R6]

- 6K(G) +G2)
a2 =a) .

2G]G2

Therefore,a) and az are not independent.Also,by
eliminationof n) from [R4] and [R6], it followsthat

[R7]

6K(G] + G2)+ 2G)G2
a -a3 -)

2G)(3K+G2)
,

[R8]

and a) and a3 are not independent
For the Kelvin model, Professor Narsimhan's eq. [CS] is

incorrect and should read

(1
-a I -a I )+c)e I +c2e 2 =

[ all + (1+ ) -021
]

-alle c)- c)e e. [R9]

He also claims that the time constants a) and az for the
Kelvin model are independent. This is not true because the
bulk modulus, K, and the shear modulus, G, for the
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continuum elastic body are not independent. For a linear
elastic medium, the bulk and shear modulus can be written in
terms of Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, v, as
follows (Jaeger and Cook5):

G=
E

2(1+ v)

K=
E

.
3(1-2v)

For the Kelvinmodel,it followsthat
qo 2G E

a] =-=-=
q) q, q) (1 + v)

6K 2E
a2 =-= .q) q](1-2v)

[RIO]

[Rll ]

[R12]

[R13]

By elimination of E from equations [R12] and [R13], it
follows that

- (1-2v)
a -a]- 22(I+v)'

[R14]

and therefore a) and az are not independent. The Kelvin
model. like the three-parameter model, contains only one
dashpot and therefore can have only one independent time
constant.

To extend the three-parameter model. Professor
Narsimhan uses an empirical approach to add a second time-
dependent function to the solution. A more elegant solution

can be obtained by the addition of another dashpot to the
three-parameter model. The model suggested by Professor
Narsimhan in his Figure Cl is well known in viscoelasticity
theory as the Burgers model. Incidentally, the Burgers model
willnot fit ProfessorNarsimhan's requirementforSz(x,t) ~

constant as t ~ 00 (which is a property of the Kelvin and
three-parameter models) because the second dashpot causes
steady-state creep. However, as mentioned earlier, there is
some evidence of continuous steady-state closure in certain
mines. The Burgers model can therefore still be useful as an
improved three-parameter model.

Viscoelastic convergence solution for a Burgers
model

The Burgers model can be constructed by the combination of
a Maxwell and a Kelvin model (my Figure RI). If it is assumed
that the rock behaves like an elastic solid in dilatation and
like a Burgers model in distortion, eq. [R23] can be derived
for the distortional part.

2G1

a

n2

n1

e" e'

Figure R1- The combined Maxwell and Kelvin models
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Discussion: Modelling of transient closure

For the Maxwell part, it follows that (Fliigge4)

(J + pio- = qi£' [RI5]

where
, nz ,

P - ql = nz.1=
2Gz

For the Kelvinpart, it followsthat (Fliigge4)

[RI6]

(J = qoc" + qit:", [RI7]

where

qo = 2GI qi'= ni' [RI8]

The Laplace transformation of eqs. [RI5] and [RI7] gives

(I+pis)o-=qisE' [RI9]

,;. - ( " + " )c."v - qo ql Se, [R20]

Multiplying each equation with a suitable constant and
adding give

(1 + pis )(qo + qis)o- + qiso- = qis(qo + qis )E, [R21]

where

E = E' + E", [R22]

The inverse Laplacetransformationgives

(J + PlO-+ pij =ql£ + qz�,

where

[R23]

qi'+ piqo + qi nlGz + nzGI + nzGz
PI =

qo
= 2GIGz

piqi' nlnz
pz =

qo
=

4G1GZ

[R24]

[R25]

[R26]ql =qi=nz

qiqi' nlnzqz =
qo = 2GI

. [R27]

If the rock behaves elasticallyin dilatationand according
to a Burgers model in distortion, it therefore follows, for the
operators described in my paper, that

P-, 1 P-" 1 z Q-, 3K Q-" z
= = +PIs+PZs = =qls+qzs.

[R28]
When eq. [28] is substituted into [A9] of the paper,

_1

[

3K(1+ PJS+ P2s2t +2(1+ PIS+ P2S2)(qJS+q2S2)

]

F(t) =L ,

s(qls + q2s2 )[6K(1 + PIS+ P2s2)+ (qls + q2s2)]
[R29]

Finding the inverse Laplace transformation by partial fraction
expansion gives

[

~

]
F(t)=gJ I+cst+c6e-ft +(c7sinhbt+cscoshbt)e2 ,[R30]
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where

(6KPI +qdZ -24K(6Kpz +qz)
b= z

4(6Kpz +qz)

2KPlql + q~ - 2Kqz
gl =

4Kq~

2Kql
Cs = Z

2KPlql + ql - 2Kqz

2K(Pzq~ - Plqlqz + qO
c6 = ( Z )qz 2KPlql + ql - 2Kqz

q~(-I2Kpzql +6KPlqz -qlqz)
c7 = Z( )2b(6Kpz +qz) 2KPlql +q~ -2Kqz

[R31]

[R32]

[R33]

[R34]

[R35]

Zqlqz
Cs =

(6Kpz +qz)(-2KPlql -q~ +2Kqz)

f=!lJ...
qz

h =
6KPI + ql

.
6Kpz + qz

Following the arguments in the paper, the incremental
viscoelastic convergence for a stope with face advance M at
one side can be written as

[R36]

[R37]

[R38]

A5z(x,t) = -4Wz( 1+ ~ )F(t)

[
(

fJ.I
)

z

( fJ.I )
z

]

[R39]

L+2 - x-2 -~Lz -xl .

This derived Burgers convergence model was fitted to the

same data as given in my paper. Figure R2 gives the
experimental data and the fitted model. It was assumed that all

the elastic components have the same Poisson's ratio, namely
0,2. The calibrated values are El = 190 GPa, Ez = 5000 GPa,

nl = 250 GPa.h,and nz = 2250 GPa.h. This model gives a better
fit to the data for times less than 5 hours, and slightly worse for

times longer than 5 hours, than the fit given in my paper. The

0.008

0.007

0006 . .
0.005

I
i 0004

(j

0.003 .

0.002

0.001

0
0 10 TIme (houro) 15 20

I-Burgers ~;;ooeiaSiicmodOi-; -experimental~

25

Figure R2- The Burgers convergence model fitted to experimental data
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Discussion: Modelling of transient closure

experimental set needs to be extended beyond t = 24 hours (for

no changes in geometry) to show whether the closure
undergoes steady-state movement or approaches an asymptotic

value. As a concluding remark, it should be emphasized that, by

the addition of enough elastic and viscous elements in series

and parallel, virtually any time-dependent response can be

modelled with high accuracy. However, as mentioned in my

paper, the increased accuracy of more elaborate models must be

weighed against the greater complexity of an increased number

of parameters that need to be calibrated.
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